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Moderato

Sh

If I should marry you, as you
If I'm to learn my part don't you

want me to do, Would you teach me to glide in the Po-ny Prance? Would you
think we should start For I do want to learn how to Hes-itate! How to

take a chance at a Waltz Romance? I'll do an-thing that you
scintilate till I fascinate! Yes! I un-der-stand, and I'll
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Love's Hesitation

I'm with you there for I see there are still some points that I've yet to learn.

Do declare that I only care for a dream-y air. Yes! I say you go, To a measure slow let your best points show. If I know the kind that you have in mind, it's the sweet Hesitation may-suggest, it is always best to depend on a pause as

want me to if you'll on-ly be my wife. That's amply great we will do my best to in-struc-t you in each term.
Tempo di Valse

"waltz... Hes-i-tate, Hes-i-tate, It's a trick that's as old as can be;"

"Just a touch, not too much, Suggestion but still simplicity, Hes-i-
tate, Hes-i-tate, Use discretion and you can't go wrong. Be it love, wealth or"

"fame it's all just the same, Remember don't Hes-i-tate too long. D.C. long."
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